
While classic white wedding cakes will always be an attractive choice for the occasion, the

options for wedding cakes and other treats are ever-expanding. There are stunning new

mini sweet bites that have grown even more popular over the past few years, along with

clever, new techniques that bakers are excited to offer their couples.

Cake Alternatives 

You don't have to serve a giant wedding cake at your reception if you don't want to. Plenty

of couples are making their traditions by providing a variety of mouthwatering wedding

desserts with a smaller version of your favorite dessert for the "cake ceremony."

Specialty Sweets

Our family-style dessert station is created around a specific sweet, with guest options to

create their masterpieces. Think a churros station, donuts, even mini pies. Most couples add

these treats in combination with their wedding cake.   

Sweet Late Night Bites  Another alternative is to serve mini bites of "breakfast" for your

late-night bites. Anything with french toast, waffles, and Nutella is perfect to end your

evening with a flair.  

SWEET ENDINGS
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 CHEESECAKE
ANYONE?
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raspberry cream

family style servings

blueberry  + white

chocolate

chocolate strawberry

pecan pie

double fudgefruity pebbles

chocolate oreo

Feature your favorite ultra-decadent cheesecake

flavor and satisfy as a beautiful alternative to

traditional wedding cakes.  

 

Our mini cheesecake desserts consist of soft,

fresh cream cheese mixtures, with a hint of vanilla or

lemon, a bottom layer of crushed cookies or graham

crackers, and toppings that will convert even your

guests don't eat cheesecake. 

Family-style cheesecake options are available for all

who just love cheesecake!



CREAMY 
SHOOTERS
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smorestiramisuberry + white chocolate oreo

salted caramelberry lemon mistkey limedouble fudge 

Want to offer your guests something sweet and

perfectly portioned at the end of a filling meal? 

Mini shooters are a delicious addition.  The shooters

complement your cake selection with fruity fillings and

an element of surprise and are served in adorable

miniature shot glasses with mini spoons.

Perfect for a grab-and-go treat and then back to the

dancing!



MINI  TARTS 
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lemon creamdark chocolate + creamkey lime tart pecan pie

double fudge

chocolate

berry bavarian cream banana coconut

cream

smores

There are dog people, and there are cat people.

Similarly, there are cake people, and there are pie

people. Dainty and light, these tarts feature our

favorite textures - crispy and creamy, all in one

yummy morsel. They look pretty and delicious at any

dessert station and are less cumbersome than

slices of pie.   

LOVE PIE? Our tarts can also be served as part of a

dessert station for more than one bite of

deliciousness.



DESSERT BARS
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petit fourstiramisu

 
donutsbrownies

Evoke nostalgic memories of bake sales.  

These dessert stations are themed by type of

dessert, with an assortment of "create your own"

sweet creams and sprinkles.  Each serving is more

than just a few bites, so those who love desserts

love these creations.

One of the newer trends from Europe is an artesian

cheese" cake" with tropical fruit, which is a perfect

addition to our Intimate Wedding Packages.

 

churros

 

milk + cookies fruit cups creamy cannoli's


